
TFC Steering Committee Notes
(Send to: tf-openci-triage@lists.trustedfirmware.org)

January 3rd
Attendees: Glen, Ben C, Shebu, Joanna, Anton, Dave R, Don

Minute:
● MbedTLS

○ Running well over the holidays, 1 failure due to timeout of CodeCoverage
○ Dave Rodman to provide timing data for the Spreadsheet, we need to be able

to compare the average of the PR requests as there are sometimes multiple
in a day.

○ Meeting on Thursday to sync up - 8:30 EST
● Joanna

○ FYI: TF-A TFC-353 and TFC-297 look like tickets that can be closed.
○ ChromeBook - Mediatek one has started to fail.  Flashing error.

■ TFC-382: TF-A: Test result parser is over-picky regarding test failures
● Anton

○ TFC-355: Random Proxy Error on LAVA server (tf.validation.linaro.org)
○ Ben to follow up with Lab team on this.

● Joanna
○ They are about 99% now running in the openCI.   Internal had a slack

channel about test pass/fail.   Is it possible to add all her team on this?
■ Joanna to look into this, what is required.  We currently are using a

“Free” version and not clear what the limitations are on it.
● 4th agent has been added for Production.  There are 3.5 servers for production and

.5 for Staging.   This is helpful with spinning up Misra.
● Priorities?  (Ran out of time on this topic)

○ MBedTLS stabilization
○ Boards (have quickly created an estimated  6-9 month backlog)
○ MISRA - Finish TF-A, Next TF-M (looking for a Plan for this)
○ Other Priorities:

■ Joanne’s request for an N1SDP board in the Lava Lab & Windows
build nodes.  Where do these fit?

■ Long-term H/W Plans - based on the current platform backlog, will
need 3rd rack in 1 yr. OR Remove older boards?   No need to remove
anything right now.

■ LTS is also something that needs to be in the plans.

■
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